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Background
The purpose of this poster is to outline the development an augmented
reality (AR) application for use in museums and cultural heritage
centers that explains the impact climate change has on indigenous
communities in Northern Finland, Sweden, and Norway. Indigenous and
minority groups frequently lack the social, political and financial
resources necessary to mitigate the effects of climate change. Further,
many indigenous populations are dependent upon the harvesting or use
of natural resources for their livelihoods. Disruptions in the environment
caused by climate change have a significant impact on traditional ways
of life and community health. Placing indigenous individuals at the
center the experience provides the opportunity for direct interaction.
This is important because indigenous individuals may rarely come into
contact with members of the majority group. Further, treating the
experiences of indigenous women as the focal point of the narrative
centers the discussion on less visible, but equally consequential effects
of climate change.
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The modern relationship between the Sámi peoples
and the Swedish government is complicated by
centuries of violence, abuse, and colonial oppression
aimed at eliminating Sámi identity[1].
This colonial violence manifested as religious
persecution and economic deprivation in the form of
land seizures. The mistreatment of the Sámi runs
counter to the sense of national pride many Nordic
nations feel when it comes to their history. To quote
Veli-Pekka Lehtola, “the national pride of democratic
past has raised rejective reactions to ideas that
would seem to compare Finnish or other Nordic
histories to colonial atrocities and even genocides
overseas by other more-violent imperial powers[2]”
Understanding the lived experiences of the Sámi is
essential for contextualizing cultural heritage
research. Individuals in Sámi communities suffer
from a higher suicide rate than the rest of the
Swedish and Nordic populations[3], [4]. This
increased suicide rate highlights the disparities in
medical outcomes due to linguistic barriers and
pervasive cultural discrimination[5]–[7]. Sámi
women suffer from a higher instance rate of intimate
partner violence compared to other groups in
Sweden[8]. While tourism is a source of income,
legitimate concerns have been raised about the
detrimental effect tourism has on traditional Sámi
culture[9]. A specific concern is that the Sámi
identity has been distorted for commercial purposes.

AR can be used to digitally recreate of artifacts deemed too fragile to handle or to recreate
locations that are sufficiently remote in time or space. These recreations provide the
viewer with a degree of contextual understanding about the artifact. An additional benefit
of AR the ability to digitally duplications culturally significant artifacts. This allows the
original artifact to be repatriated the original back to the cultural of origin [10], [11].

Climate Change
Research shows that climate change impacts indigenous peoples, such as the Sámi peoples
of Sweden, in distinct ways. Changes in temperature are more pronounced in the Artic. The
Sámi feel the effects of climate change first due to their close interdependence on nature
[12].Climate change is viewed as another stressor in daily life that pushes communities to
edge of resilience. Between rapidly shifting and unstable weather- which contributes to
alterations in the vegetation and freeze-thaw cycles- there is a distinct fear among the Sámi
that they may be the last generation to embrace the traditional way of life[13]. This loss of
traditional lifestyle is a source of ecological grief [14], [15]. This may be true as warmer,
wetter winters prior to reindeer breeding season result in fewer reindeer calves being born
the following spring[15]. Many proposed adaptive strategies are discordant with the
traditional lives of nomadic reindeer herders. This has led to conflicts over how best to
respond to the economic impacts of climate change and the unintended side effects these
impacts have on traditional livelihoods [16], [17]. This has contributed to the need to
present the effects of climate change by humanizing the effects. Martello encourages the
use of images of Indigenous individuals, including the Sámi, as a means to “depict
endangered peoples and places as both exotic and identifiable; they localize and personalize
climate change in the same way that animal rights websites make massive and terrifying
polar bears seem cuddly. ”[18].
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Method
The proposed method is derived from a previous research project Dr. Reinert
conducted on the use of AR in cultural heritage settings. The research
method used in this project has been sub-divided into five parts: Research,
Interviewing, Application Development, Exhibition and Break.
The exhibition will focus on three themes: Gender, Power Structures, and
Technology. The Gender theme will be made obvious as Sámi women are the
subjects and narrators of the exhibit. Two types of power structures will be
discussed: Sámi power structures State power structures. The technology
theme will center on how technological interventions used to counter climate
change effect traditional lifestyles. developments in commercial AR make it
cheaper to develop and maintain an application for a mobile phones.
The Exhibition phase of the project will focus on assessing the effectiveness
of the AR application as an educational tool. Patrons will be incentivized to
participate in the study in two ways. First, they will receive a small discount
on entry to the museum for agreeing to participate. Upon completion of the
study (at the end of 6 weeks), they will receive an additional bonus. Museum
patrons will be asked to complete a survey using an iPad that assesses their
knowledge and emotional awareness of Sámi experiences. This simple
survey will consist of 20 questions.
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